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FOREWORD

This research project represents fulfillment of a student

requirement for successful completion of Phase III Trelning

of the Department of the Armyts Foreign Area Officer Program

(Russian).

Only unclassified sources are used In producing the

research paper. The opinions, value judgments and conclusions

expressed are those of the author and In no way reflect

official policy of the United States Government; Department of

Defense; Department of the Army, Offica of the Assistant Chief

of Staff of Intellilnence; Department of the Army; or the U.S.

Army Russian Institute.

Interested readers are invited to send their comments to

the Commander of the Institute.
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DEDICATION

I would like to acknowledge my deep appreciation and

Indebtedness to Doctor Arthur G. Volz, formerly of the

USAREUR Technical Intelligence Center, for the help he has

rendered me In the preparation of this paper, Doctor Volz

Is one of the most outstanding Intelligence professionals

It has been my pleasure to meet, and he has done much to

develop cognizance In the West of the first-rate equipment

of the Soviet and Warsaw Pact armies.
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SCOPE

This study examines Soviet tactical doctrine for the

conduct of military operations during poriods of darkness,

and, to a lesser extont, under conditions of limited visibility

(fog, rain, snow or the use of smoke). Soviet tactics and

special techniques for night combat are developed In detail

for battalion through squad level offensive and defensive

operations. Soviet training techniques are scrutinized for

an Indication of the Soviet "state of the art," and particular

attention i-s 91von to Soviet technical aids for night combat*

Finally, an effort Is made tc compare Soviet capabilities

with those of the United States Army and to assess the

significance of these Soviet abilities In any future ground

conflict.
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CHAPTER I

THE RELEVA4CE OF NIGHT CO!IRAT
TO MODERN WARFARE

Prior to World War II, the night attack was regarded as an

extremely difficult and hazardous undertaking possessing

negligiblo tactical value and enjoying little probability of

success. This view changed radically, however, as during tho

war night attacks were Increasingly used with better and better

effect to secure first limited, and th: n somewhat more

ambitious objectives In loss time and with less casualties

than would have been Inflicted during the day. Night attacks

wore used In all threatres of World War 1i, and during the

Korean Conflict night assaults bocame almost routine, especially

after the Chinese Communists entered the struggle. During the

Cassino-Venafro campaign In Southern Italy during World War II,

for example, one American Infantry division conducted more than

half of Its total combat operations at night.' At El Alamein,

General Montgomery, In one of the most carefully planned night

attacks In modern military history, doployed an entire British

army to smash Rommel's Afrika Korps.
2

During "The Great Fatherland War" (World War II), the Soviet

Army too made widespread use of darkness to conduct a variety

of operations ranging from the regrouping and concentration of

forces for major offensives to pursuit operations which exploltad

successes Initiated durinq daylight hours and denied withdrawing

German forces the possibility of organizing defenses. The

Soviets also made extensive use of the cover of night for re-

supply operations. 3 The last major Russian effort of the war,

the drive on Berlin, was launched by a night assault across

IROTCM,145-60, Small Unit Tactics (Washington: Headquarters,
Department of the Army, June 1964), p. 167.'

21Ibid.

3B. Krzhlvskll et al., Nochnol Bol (Night Combat) (Moskva:
Voennoe lzdatellstvo, TV63. This Isan abridged translation of
a Czech work first published In Prague In 1960. Although not
completely up to date, this Is a valuable, comprehensive
treatment of the subject.



4
the Odor River hy threv Toviet frotr, 4r n,l mt (.f thr Soviet

Army's numerous opposed water crossinr,; occurred under the cover

of darkness.
5

While the major thrust of thin paper concorns Soviet

tactical doctrine for night combat, warfare under periods of

reduced visibility -- fog, rain, snow or the use of smoke -- is

an ancilliary consideration which Is developed alongside the

major topic to the extent possible.

Today's Soviet military leaders attribute great Importance

to the ability to continue operations begun during the day

throughout hours of darkness. This Is not only demanded In

regulations, bu4 Is more than amply underlined In the Soviet

military press by numerous articles which stress that such

ability Is required In particular undor conditions of nuclear

warfare and the widespread use of mass destruction weapons:

The resolute and highly maneuverable chnracteristics
of modern combat, the striving of both sides to defeat
the enemy with minimum losses end In the shortest
possible time -- all this makes It Incumbent on sub-
units to carry out comilat actions continuously, by day
and night. Night cannot he a reason for decreasing
activity. On the contrary, the dark of night Is used
to achieve surprise, Increase the rates of advance,
and win time. Continuous combat actions by subunits
at night are therefore becoming an objoctive necessity,
and night action the usual type of actlfn.u

Another exposition on the subject appearing In the Soviet

press declared:

Soviet military theoretical science, exploiting the
rich experience of tho Great Fatherland War and the

post-war develonmont of armed combat, attaches
considerable sblnflcanco to night combat operations.
The appearance of nuclear-armed missiles and (;thor
destructive means, as well as radar, Infrared, and
other apparatus, has significantly Increased the
possibility for nlrht combat.... Night offensive
actions and actlrns under reduced visibility make

4Cornelius Ryan, The Last Battle (New York: Simon and

Schuster, 1967), p. 331.
5MAJ L. Chyzankovp "Cherez Vodnulu Peregrady Noch'lu"

(Across Water Obstacles at Night), Voennyl Vestnlk, June 1971,

p. 44.
6COL I. Vorobyov, "Night Offensive," Soviet Military Review

July 1972, p. 13. (Emphasis added.)

2



possihlo tho attfilnv-ont of ,ur'.rls., r.rciate (:,n(ltlcns
for thu destructicn of the enemy hy smal ler forces and
with fewer lcsses. 7

There can ba no douFt c f rcvlot Interest In this aspect of

modern combat: there has been - lonc series of articles covering

almost exhaustively nearly ovory aspect of nlnht-time action

appearing In Voennyl Vestnik and Soviet Military Review ',ver the

past four years, and "Night Tralning of the Armed Forces"

(Nochnala Podgotovka Volsk) will be one of four special themes
to which an entire issue of Voonnyl Vostnik will be devoted

during 1974.8

For all their stress on night operations, Soviet leaders do

not hesitate to point out that ninht combat Is fraught with

difficulties which can be overcome only by dint of thorough

training and preparation. As one Soviet colonol has written,

Alongside high field training standards, groat Importance
Is attached to psycholo,-lcal training for e3nsurlng
success of [night] combat actions. Night actions require
vigor, self-control, and resourcefulness. Commanders
must be able to find their bearings quickly In a
complicated situation and mobilize the fighting men's
will to carry out the assigned mission.

9

Reduced vision with Its ensuing difficulties In orientation

and observation Is an obvious problem area during night combat.

Terrain featurus and distance perception are distorted, while

the psychological and physical condition of troops Is usually

strained during night combat. Without extensive training and

experience In night combat, this altered perception of surrounding

phenomena could lead to panic. In partlculmr, after the

Intensive light of a nuclear fireball, the following darkness

could give troops a false Impression of blindness. Moreover,

after a hard day of combat, exhausted troops are more prone to

map-plotting and other errors. One Soviet publication correctly

points out that even Infrared devices don't eliminate the

7COL V. Vinnikov, "Uchlt'sla Voevat' Noch'lu" (Learn to
Fight at Night), Voennyl Vestnik, February 1971, p. 104.

8 "Voennyl Vestnik In 1974," January 1974, p. 121. The other
three theme are "Forcing of Water Obstacles," "The Moeting
Engagement," and "Commanders' and Methodological Training of
Officers."

9 Vorobyov, o.2. cit., n. 143



difficulty of correctly f,;rcolvln tcrrfin f -itures since they

only prov ir,e a one-dimonsicnal rind F chrot:'tlc vl,,w.

Of course, the length and dc(,roc of darkness depend on the

latitude of the combat area, the stage (;f the moon, time of

year, and weather conditions. The length of night at "average"

latitudes during the summer months Is only 4.5 hours, durIna

fall this Increases to 9-12 hours, and reaches 14-16 hours

during the winter months.' I Nights become darker as one

approaches the equator, and are almost non-existent at the tv'r

poles during the summer months.

Besides the difficulties already mentioned, Soviet writers

concede that reduced visibility hampors the commander's effective

control of subunits, and makes quite difficult the maintenance

of continuous, coordinatod action. Other complications are

encountered In reconnaissance, determining a target's coordinates

(along with target location In general), coordinating of aimed
12

fires, and close-in employment of nuclear weapons.

How the Soviets attempt to overcome these difficulties will

be discussed In detail In the following chapters, but It Is

perhaps well to point out at the outset the contradictory

demands and statements made hy Soviet writers discoursing on the

topic, one of their favorites. To overcome the effects of

darkness, Soviet forces have historically made, and will continue

under certain conditions, to make extensive use of artificial

Illumination means -- searchlights, flares, artillery and

aviation-delivered Illuminatinc; rounds -- to "blind" the enemy

while facilitating Soviet movement. Rut this Is something they

would prefer to avoid, since nnt only Is surprise somewhat

reduced, but areas Illuminated fcr Soviet eyes are also lit up

for their enemy.

While speakino of offensive operations, Soviet writers extole

advantages In the securing of surprise, masking of Intentions,

the ability +o close with the enemy without being detected.

10CL V. K. Shamshurov, lnzhenernoe Obespechenlo Boevykh
Delstvli Noch'iu I v Osobykh Uslovlakh (Ennineer Support of Comba
Operations at Night and under Special Conditions) (Moskva:
Voennoe lzdatol'stvo, 1969), p. 6.

Ibid.

LTC B. Nazarenko, "Batalvon Nastupaet Nochliu," (Battal ir

Attacks at Night), Voennyl Vestnik, January 1972, p. 7.

4



On the other hc nd, wh,.n Scvlot forcs nd( i a defe-nsive posture

during hours cf dirknoss, they dIsc<,unt slmil,r advantages for

the enemy and omphaslze thri hardship fcr the enemy of moving

over unfamiliar terraln. Several more cr,ntradictions might he

listed, but the point here Is that much of Soviet "doctrine"

as reflected In the military press Is of an exhortative nature,

designed to arouse the Soviet officer and soldier to the

greatest effort possible to exploit periods of darkness. Thi..r

is no doubt some considerable divergence between doctrine as

such and the actual capabilities of Soviet troops to carr, out

Its demands.

5



CHAPTFR II

TACT I CS

A. OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS

Soviet tactical doctrine places primary emphasis on

combined arms action during night combat, emphasizing that the

special demands of limited visibility require that the various

branches of arms support each other to the maximum extent

possible. Thus, after examining somes qeneral considerations,

this study of Soviet tactics will bogin with the basic Soviet

combat branch, motorized rifle (in Western parlance, mechanized

Infantry), but of necessity the Interacting nature of tho

various arms' duties will he reflected ns doctrine Is devolcped

on each arm In turn.

Soviet night-time operations are by no means limitod tr

small-unit assaults with limited objectives; divisional and

higher level operations will not be unusual.I The final Red

Army drive on Berlin In the spring of 1945 serves to Illustrate

this point: a Soviet force consisting of three fronts supported

by tactical aviation, 10,000 mortars cnd artillery pieces, and

thousands of tanks broke through German defenses after an

assault across the broad Oder 
River which began at A a.m. 2

Great numbers of searchlights were employed In this Russian

offensive and the Nazis found them to be a potent weapon In

the Russian arsenal. Soviet planners are well aware, however,

that artlficlal night Illumination devices generally assist

enemy units as well, and prefer to conduct the bulk of night

operations using more modern means - IR, navigational plotting

devices, etc. This does not moan that Soviet forces do not

continue tc have numerous searchlight units at their disposal,

as well as plentiful Illuminating rounds for mortars and

artillery. They stress that such means are employed most

1B. Krzhtbskll, I. Klosken', V. ilermaler, Z. Gradetskil,

Nochnol Bol (Night Combat) (Prague: Nase Vojsko, 1960s translate

and published by Military Publishing Houses Moscow, 1963, pp.

46, 47.
2Cornelius Ryan, The Last Battle (New York: Simon and

Schuster, 1967), p. 33'. 6



advantageously to ". IIn,," Iho enemy encs :.cti~l confict with

enemy units has been achloved. Illuminntion devices are used

only perlodicnily, for short pericds, prior to this time. To

aid troop orlontation, itttempts arcu marfl t(, start fires within

the center of enemy defensive belts, and extensive use Is made

of flares, lanterns and various markers to Indicate routes of

advance. Prior to the assault, safe lanes through enemy or

friendly mine fields will be cleared y engineer troops ane
delineated by luminous or other markers.

Soviet writings stress that no pattern should be establishzC

for timinr of night offensive operations. Their doctrIn" states

that the time Is determined primarily by a units' subsequent

missions, so that more often than not, the assult will bo

Initiated several hours after sunset. Pre-dawn assaults are

not preferred becaus;,, generally, reconnaissance and preparation

would have to be conducted In the dark, not always Insuring

success. 3 When possible, Soviet commandors are supposed to

carry out their reconneissance of enemy dispositions twice -

first during daytime, and secondly, at nlght, to determine

whether enemy defenses have been realigned.

Soviet commanders at all levels work out detailed plans of

attack, Insuring mutual support of adjacent units. Maneuver

Is kept as simple as possible, since the Soviets are well aware

that darkness Itself complicates contemplated operations.

However, whenever possible, the Soviets will attack enemy forces

from the flank and rear. Phase lines, usually Indicated by

prominent terrain features, are used for control purposes, and

units use flares or other means to signal arrival at various

phase lines or landmarks during approach to ccntact.

Durln5 periods of reduced visibility, reserves follow

closely behind front-line units In contact to reduce the

possibility of destruction of second echelons by enemy nuclear

strikes. Generally, the assaulting element Is expected to

accomplish Its mission without the aid of reinforcements.

Second echelon regiments and divisional or higher units may be

3B, Krzhibskll, 't al., 2L. clt., p. 50.
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employed, however, to, oxplolt m pntrltrn of t!,c enemy FEBAD
or when the first aclu l.un units aro crijaq od In repulsing a

countor-attaci. or securing key torraln.

According to Soviet military theorists, night-time rates of

advance may be Identical to similar daytime operutions on well-

Ilt nights. However, under conditions of extreme darkness,

progress may be as little as hnlf that of day. Using night

vision devices and artificial Illumination, however, SovIat

doctrine holds that well-trained units can attack with the srme
tempo over the same distances as are possible during daylight.4

It Is obvious that Soviet doctrine Is not completely consistent

cn this point, and Is designed to exhort commands to the greatest

possible effort.

A. Motorized Rifle. At this point It may be useful to

examine several examples of night combat deployment at motorized
battalion, company, platoon anti squad levels. Unfortunately,

-- no Soviet sources could be found detailing

preparations and tactics for larger units.

Once a battalion CO receives a night attack mission, he

Immediately Issues a warning order to his subordinates. Normally,
he will report directly to the regimental commander to receive

quite detailed Instructions, after which a leaders' visual

reconnaissance Is normally conducted 500-lO00 meters Into enemy-
held terrltory,depending on the availability of good vantage

points In friendly-held territory. During this time, under

supervision of the battellon Chief of Staff (XO), subordinate

commanders check night vision devices, Inspect equipment, and

take on supplies, Including flares and Illumination and tracer

rounds. Once the battalion CO returns from the regimental

meeting, his subordinates assemble at a pre-designated area for

a detailed survey of the unit's zone of responsibility. Definite
boundaries are Indicated for each sub-unit to minimize confusion.

Each unit Is also assigned an azimuth for Its final assault,

which at night Is almost always accomplished on foot.

o Ibid.; p. 58# 59; COL 1. Vorobyovs "Night Offensive,"
SovleT-RTlltary Review, June 1972, p. 14; and LTC B. Nazarenko,
"Batal'on Nastupaet nochliu" (Battalion Night Attack), Voennyl
VestnIk, January 1972, p. 7.

8



Normally, a motorized rifle battallor will ;;o reinforced

with at least an ertillory battalirn aidc! tantP cumpany, plus an

engineer plato:n and CBR soctipr. If the situation warrants,

anti-aircraft and nnti-tank units may additionally be attached.

Artillery batteries may be assignud -upport missions to definite

motorized rifle companies.

Prior to departing the assembly area, personnel normally tie

on white armbands so that recognition problems will be mInlrIz');.

Tanks and APC's are domarked with various white or luminescent

panels or numbers on their rear surfaces or turrets, so that each

sub-unit can ensily recognize the vehicles assisting In Its

assault.

During the tactical march to the FEBA, Soviet drivers make

continuous use of their night vision devices and Intervals

between vehicles are less than Is standard fo r daylight marches.

Obviously, this will entail movement at speeds lower than

during the day. As already mentioned, along the FEBA use of IR

devices Is restricted to short, periodic bursts to avoid giving

away positions to enemy reconnaissance. Radio silence Is

maintained during this period, as the Soviets are extremely

conscious of radio security. Sets are placed In the receiving

mode and constantly monitored should there be urgent Information

directed their way. 5 However, once their Initial objectives

have been seized, they are also required to radio this to their

superiors.

Motorized riflemen generally dismount from their APC's In

pre-selected company disembarking areas and march In columns of

twos to their platoon release points. Machine gunners armed with

RPK light machine guns are first In the squad march order,

followed by the squad leader, the grenadier (RPG grenade

launchers), and the remaining squad members (AKM assault rifles).

A red light on the rear of every tank facilitates navigation

for the riflemen as they approach their assault position. Here

they deploy without pause on line and, delivering fire on the

move, begin the final assault. Squad leaders position themselves

5Nazarenko, op. cit., p. II.

9



In the center of their formatlon fcr mor- ',ffcctlvc control.

APC's follow and 3upp ort the attack wit, thtulr machine guns,

moving to platoon ohjectivos as soon as they cre consolidated.

As rapidly as possible, squads remount their cnrriers to pursue

retreating enemy elements -- contact Is maintainod to lessen

enemy opportunity to deliver nuclear strikes or bring In artillery

concentrations.

A Soviet motorized rifle battalion attacks with all throv

of Its companies on line, with supporting tank, CBR, and eng": r

units and sometimes artillery attached to each company. The

battalion commander will normally retain at most a reinforcer'

platoon as reserve. Here Soviet doctrine seems to rely on Its

large numbers of formations which could be drawn from succc.ssive

echelons to blunt any enemy breach of forward combaf dispositions.

In the event of an onemy countor-attack, Soviet doctrine

envisions the commitment of reserves tr dellver an assault on the

enemy's flanks and rear In an effort to encircle tho counter-

attacking forces. After the counter-attack has been repulsed,

Soviet forces resume the pursuit at once. The Soviet publication

Night Combat mentions that less forces are required for this at

night than are needed In the daytime. Reserves and second

echelon forces available will exploit and develop ruptures In

the enemy battle order, particularly along axes astride boundar1c.

between enemy units, to drive deep Into the enemy rear and

encircle the greatest size forces possible.

B. Tanks. On bright, moon-lit nights or when artificial

Illumination or night vision devices are employed, tanks assault

Just ahead of the riflemen. Under conditions of more limited

visibility, tanks will position thomselves on line with the

Infantry so that the vehicles are not unnecessarily exposed to

destruction during close combat. At least under some conditions,

engineers may be detailed as guides to lead tanks to their

assault positions. Normally, the course Is determined by the

tank's directional gyro*, which according to Soviet testimony, Is

rather reliable, at least where the terrain Is relatively flat

*See Chapter IV, "Technical Aids for Night Operations."
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and clear of obstacl6s. It must be ncte.d that at least five

minutes aro requircd tr preparo the e'yr for functioning; this
Of course Is icne In an aroa somewhat to tho roar line of

departure. As mentioned, a small red light on each tank's rear

serves as a beacon for the assaulting Infantry to guide on.

However, one Soviet article described a battalion night

training exercise during which one of the tanks became bogged

down In a shell crater. A recovery vehicle sent to the rescue

managed to get lost and couldn't find the vehicle'ln istresi.
and the commander of the recovery unit was finally forced to

personally supervise the tank's recovery, 6 causing one to wonder

somewhat about the Soviet night-time cross-country movement

capability.

Navigation Is not the least of the tanker's problems during

night combat -- acquiring and ranging targets Is considerably

more difficult than during daylight. Even the act of changing

from day to night sights helps complicate mattersp as their

magnification Is different. Crew members' night vision can be

temporarily destroyed for 10-15 seconds both by muzzle flash or

exploding rounds, making fire adjustment difficult. Finally,

ballistic conditions change at night and must be recomputed,

not always under the most desirable conditions In a darkened

fighting compartment. Much Is written of this by Soviet authors,

but If one can place any credence In Soviet accounts of the

results of their training exercises, considerable accuracy at

night can be obtained by well-trained gunners. One article

mentioned that 100% of artillery targets were destroyed and 78%

of the enemy machine gun emplacements engaged on a night firing

exercise were hit. 7  Another article Indicated that targets out

to 3,100 meters were being engaged, although this was accomplishe(

using the daylight scope and "simulatod battlefield Illumination.'

The Soviet use two techniques to range on enemy weapons

using IR sights: eithor two tanks determine the azimuth to the
target and then compute Its range using triangulation, or the

6Engr. LTC B. Gruzdev, "Tekhnlchoskoe Nablludenle v Nochhom
Bolu" (Technical Observation In Night Combat), Voennyl Vestnik,
February 1971, p. 109.

7 COL A. Krylov, "V Uslovilakh Ogranlchennol Videmosti" (Uni
Periods of Reduced Visibility), Voennyl VestnIk, July 1973, p. Pi

II



target Is engaged with tho tank's co-mxlnl mnohine, gun which Is

adjusted until It Is "on target." If firing Is being carried

out by a sub-unlt, the fire of onc tank Is sometimes adjusted

by a neighboring crew.

During the assault, Soviet tanks are taught to fire either

while on the move or from a short halt, as they realize that

once the main gun Is discharged, the muzzle flash provides an

excellent target for the enemy to range on. For direct fire nt

shorter ranges, or when the co-axlal machine gun and night sirht

are used to adjust fire, fire while on the move Is preferred.

For longer distances requiring Indirect fire when tho day-timb

scope Is being used, Soviet tankers employ the short halt, or

oven longer halts They assault as a rule In a straight line

since they are following an azimuth; If they must divert course

to avoid an obstancle of some type, they must resume their

previous course as soon as possible.

C. Artillery. Normally, a Soviet night assault will be

preceded by a healy artillery preparation, although this can be

omitted If enemy defences are perceived to be so weak that an

attack by stealth Is warranted. One article noted that such

operations were frequent during World War 11, but stated that

In modern combat normally such a "noiseless" attack would be

attempted only to "fulfill 4ocal missions along separate lines

of advance when the offensive Is carriod out by limited forces

In adverse weather conditions (fog, snow, storm or rain)." 9

Aside from continuing to serve as the principal means of

fire support, Soviet artillery has several additional functions

during night combat. The artillery battalion attached to a

motorized battalion for a night offensive may be directed to fire

Incendiary rounds upon pro-selected enemy targets, thu*

facilitating the attacking forces' navigation. Another

characteristic mission is that of providing illumination --

periodically, for short periods of time during key stages of

8 LTC L. laremonkoe nStreiha na Porazhonie Nochliu" (Destrv,.

tIve Fire at Night), Voennyl VestnIk, May 1973p p. 68.
9COL 1. Vorobyov, "Night Offensive," Soviet Military Review,

June 1972, p. 14.
12



combat, or during the entire operation. "ontinuous Illumination

would occur, as a rula, cnly once engaged In fighting for key

objectives or to repulse enemy counterattacks. Artillery will

also be Immediately called upon to fire upon detected enemy IR

sources, or, on well-lit nights, may be directed to lay a smoke

barrage to "blind" enemy defenders. Under periods of reduced

visibility, smoke will also be used as marking rounds to adjust

fire. 10

Soviet artillery commanders seemed more concerned than others

about cross-country movement at night; one source openly asserted

that because of difficulties characteristically encountered,

CP's and firing positions ought to be situated close to roads.

One writer mentioned that, dependinn on various conditions, an

artillery battalion's movement at night would be limited tn

between 20 and 40 kmph. I I Other problems encountered at night

are difficulty In selecting and surveying firing positions,

target reconnaissance, fire adjusting and redoployment to new

firing positions, Because of this, whenever posslbl&, artillery

units are-emplaced during daylight and firing data Is prepared

In advance on all probable targets or enemy axes of advance.

Artillery commanders are co-located with the commanders of

supported units for night-time operations, with fire control

being decentralized. This Is especially apparent In the case of

Soviet artillery employed In the direct-fire role. "Accompanying

artillery" (artlllerlla soprovozhdenlia),equipped with IR sights,

Is attached to front-line motorized rifle companies to Insure

the repulse of counterattacks and destroy tanks and enemy strong

points,

Several Interesting aspects of Soviet night-time Instrumental

reconnaissance or target acquisition (Soviet artillery employs

optic, sound, radar, topographic, meteorologIcal and even ground

reconnaissance means) Include the use of pictures which may

reflect only muzzle flashes or other battlefield Illumination.

10 LTC L. laremenko, "Strelfbe na Porazhenle Noch'lu"
(Destruction of Targets at Night), Voennyl Vestnik, May 1973p p.6

I COL A. Rodin, "Night March," Soviet Milltary Review,

March 1972, p. 22.
13
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They are ccomp'.roc with Phrtojr;-."s tankr t.f tho .im nrea at

daytmi. to aid In estahli~hin.,. f Ir Ingq pi. f)'iring artlf Icial

Illumination (flares or suarchlIghts), optical roconnaissance

may extend out to, several kliomottrs; It Is; also conducted with

IR equipment, but here the ranne would be much more limited.

Muzzle flashes and tho like can be ranrled out to I0

kilometers by triangulating the azimuths shot by aiming circles

at several optical positions.

Sound ranging Is one capnblity which Improves at night;

the Soviets estimate that It Is as msuch as twice as affoctive

at night than during daylight, duo to sound propagation

characteristics. Data charts are prepared In advance for various

distances based on throe variations in air temperature. 12

Soviet artillery rad'ar Is used to detect range moving

targets or large Ojects which extend abcvo the general terrain

surfacu. They are of course also used for counter-battery fire

and to locnte enemy radar, as well as to determine ground zero

of nuclear bursts. 
13

D. Anti-Aircraft Artillery. Anti-aircraft artillery

positions are equally difficult to establish at night,, and they

are thus generally located al'rng roads, unless pro-positioned

during daylight hours. At night, aviation and AA units are

assigned separate sectors of defense to minimize the possible

Infliction of damage on friendiy forces. AA units also have the~

mission of destroying enemy Illumination "bombs" lighting Soviet

troop concentrations.'1
4

E. Sappers/EngIneers. Engineer troop employment at night

Is characterized 'mainly by de-centralization; sub-units are

attached to motorized rifle companies and even platoons. Use

of ccnstructlon equipment and the hauling of demolitions goneraill

take place at ion~st 1,5 or 2 kilometers behind front lines, 15

1LTC M, Moaharov, MAJ B. Krupenln, "Kompioksnoe Zaniatle
C Batareel iNoch'iu" (Combined Training with a Battery at Night),
Voennyl VostnIk, February 1971, p. 53.

1B. Krzhivskii, et al., 2L* cit., p. 68.
14 lbid,

'COL V. K. Shamshurovo lnzhenernoo Obspechenlia Boevykh
Deistvii Voisk Noch'iu I v Osobykh Uslovilakh (Engineer Support
of Combat Troops at Nigh It and Under Special ConditIons) (Moskvi.
Voennoe lzdatollstvo, 1969)op. 9.

14



Although combat roconnalssanco enginoors (nnppors) are equipped
with night vision devicos nnd slqnnl lamps, In many cases It

will be necessary to Illuminate the battlefield to fulfill
their mission. Prior to the assault, one or two engineer
Observation and listening posts consisting of 3-4 sappers are

established forward of each motorized rifle battalion. At

night listening posts may be Increased and moved closer to
enemy lines; when possible, sapper-linguists will attempt to naln
combat Intelligence on the opposing forces. 16

Before the assault, often during the artillery preparaticn,

sappers will clear paths through Soviet mineflelds by hand,
but normally they will use demolitions or roller-equipped tanks
to clear safe lanes through enemy fields -- on a battalion
front, up to six 6-8 moter-wido gaps. 17 A Soviet authority on
engineer operations at night has stated that whenever possible
obstacles and minoflolds will be reconnoitered during the

latter half of the period of darkness, since ground fog which

generally arises then helps provide cover for the sapperso
As already mentioned, routes for the assaulting forces are
marked by reflectorizod lumenescent markers emplaced by
engineers. Each engineer squad Is Issued up to 50 lengths of
Bangalore torpedo and 25-35 markersI 8

Demage to key roads In the attack area Is repaired by

composite "movement maintenance detachments" (otriady obespecheri
dvlzhenlla, OOD), which normally Include a CBR section or squad.
OOO's clear the road of damaged equipment and mark obstacles or

restricted passages along the route.
Although river crossing operations are considerably

complicated at night, during World War II the Soviet Army
accomplished the majority of Its assaults across water obstacles
under cover of darkness, sometimes on staggering scales, as In

1 6COL V. Shamshurov, "Inzhenernoe Obospechenle Nastuplenfla
Nochtlu (Engineer Support of the Attack at Night), Voennyl
Vestnlk, September 1970, p. 87.

1 7 b dIlbld.

18 1"bid.

9MAJ L. Chyzavkov, "Chorez Vodnulu Peregrady Noch'lu (Acrosr
Water Obstacles at Night), Voennyl Vestnik, June 1971, p. 44.

15
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the example cited at the beginning of this chapter. However,

Preparation and roccnnalssance begin durinq daylight hours, even

If aerial reconnaissance is the only method possible.

Soviet forces will attempt to force crossings In weakly
defended areas, when possible, and will attempt to misrepresent

their actual plans by conducting feints against strongly-held

areas. Normally, a river crossing will be preceded by a heavy

artillery preparation, or, In a nuclear environment, following a

nuclear strike on heavily defended points. 2 0  It should also be

remembered that the Soviet basic assault crossing doctrine of

crossing In strength at multiple points will also be applicable

at night. While the assault Is In progress, APCs and PT-76

amphibious tanks can be fired while swimming, as can the main guns

of medium tanks being transported on GSP or pontoon ferries.

Correspondingly numbered points will be emplaced by engineer

troops on both banks to aide In navigation. Chimneys of snorkel-

Ing tanks will be marked by luminescent markers (visible from

the Soviet bank only) to assist In command and control. Once the

far bank has been seized, Soviet units continue the assault

without interruption to deny enemy forces tIme to regroup or

prepare defenses or a counterattack.

However, If the Soviet advance Is stopped by enemy counter-

attack, the engineers will emplace hasty mineflelds using PMR-60

mine-emplacing trailers and other mechanical equipment. They

will also demollsh any prominent terrain features which could

assist enemy orientation.

F. CBR Defense. Since at night It Is more difficult to

determine sectors of radioactive and chemical contamination, or

even detect enemy use of such means, the work of CBR troops Is

also greatly complicated during periods of darkness, especially

If they must operate wearinq protective clothing and masks. CBR

troops mark the limits of contaminated areas with special symbols.

but If by-passing Is not possible, they are crossed In directions

and on routes having the minimum dosages and providing the

highest rates of advance In the darkness.

2 0 Ibld,, p. 46.
16



At nicht, th.* " j 7 7 1'-. nof fr)c t f n u'- I -.r t I .r,,tc I s great Iy

I ncreasod as tho pu[ I I of thr human~ , ar 5,',(jY w I dor. 21

Commanders ard vuhicie drivcors are rr-:i viiinurrdhie, and for this

reason, 2-3 alturnnte drivers nr(e deslrmnnjtu1 tr. wear protective

glasses during tho. march wh#u.n the cnemy has b'oen known to employ
nuclear weapons. All units are givun timely warninns of Soviet

nuclear strikes so that they can take protective measures, which

may Include tho layinn of smoke screens. 22CBR speicialiuts

are assigned down to company and platoon lovel, hut :.ll unit-.

are supposed to have personnel trainod In basic CBP defense

procedures. 2

The Soviets prefer to decontaminate equipment In "special
processingi points" (raony spetsiallnol obraboty, RSO) ne!-r

Inhabited areas, since a certnin amount of Illumination Is

unavoidable to coinpiote the procedure. In all cases P50's

must be easily mccessible to front-line troops and near the road.

Recause of the largi quantity nf liquid solutions dispersed from

ARS-12U or ARS-15 decontamination vehicles, RSO's usually cover

n large area. One article mentioned the danger of vehicles

becoming "hogged down" durinr, the process, probably a recurrent

problem when large numLers of troops must be treated.

G,. Logistics. Considerable attention during night

operations must be devoted tc logistical support; one Soviet

source mentioned that recuiremonts increpse by from 15 to 30%

during nighttime. 24For operations planne' to honin In the

first half of the night, munitions should be brought to

participating artillery units a day or two previously. Even

combat troops demand more ammunition, and an APC Is normally

designated in each company for resupply from the battalion.

It goes without saying that medical evacuation Is also more

difficult at night. During World War 11, Soviet forces used

trained dogs to locate wounded soldiers and a recent publication

21CLM. Prostomolotov, "Osobonnosti Zeshchity Nochtfiu"
(Peculiarities of Defense at Night), Voonnyl Vestnik, February
1972, p. 97.

l Id.

B.R Krzhivskii, 2L.* cit., PD. 73-76.
2 tl ot p. Fla. 17



recmronded thc Ir e., ntlInur Us(. H;eavy (r r r. aities

could overwhelm the Sovikt medical ,;yfr. -it nlr; tt, since their

normal do.ctrinri Is tr, .vacuat(: wcu" :(d tr' ,s unlor cover of

dark ess . -5

H. Command, Cor ntrcj aIr S Iqnal. From all thit has previously

been mentioned, It Is obvious that commanid and control Is greatly

c,)mplicated by the fluid and often uncertain nature of nirjht

combat. Regimental and hinher commrners often experience

Information time lags, which along with tho character of niiht

acticns themselves, place far higher requirements on subordinntu

commanders to display Initiative than has boon customary In the

Soviet Army. But even Intermediate commanders experience hardshlr

In ascertaining their subordinates' current disposition. Cnx,

Interesting Soviet solution to the problem (,f establishing the

whereabouts of the latest front line trace Is a technique whereby

forward tanks and APC's are directed by radio to momentarily

switch on their rear llnhts. 2 6 The commander mny also attempt

to remain abreast of the situatlin by employing night vision

devices, radar, and television; in any case, Soviet doctrine

Insists that they ought tc. he as close as practical to the front-

line troops.

Unfortunately, very little has appeared In the Soviet press

concerning tactical peculiarities of Soviet communications tro-ps

at night. One handbook on niqht operatibn did stress that

despite the ovidlent difficulties, wire communIcatlons should be

established at night to provide commanders alternate channels of

communications with suhordinato, superior and adjacent units,

The time required for layinq cable Is rounhly doubled at night. 2 '

Planes and helicopters are also used to convey reports - and

presumably For urgent resupply missions as well.

Soviet nighttime offensive plans Include provision for

replacement units from reserves and second echelons to continue

the assault at dawn, or whenever the situation so dictates.

25Ibid.,pp. 87, 88.

Ibid., p. 92.

2 7 l Id., p. 91. 18
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Soviet planners ero quite cognizant that nilit ccnat Is a

physicaIIy dralninq xperlenct,, especially If the assault

began shortly after nightfall. Moans are also allotted to

rapidly restore control, coordination and communications disrupte<

during darkness so that posslt;lo enemy counterattacks do not

negate the night's results, or, whenever posslhle, so that the

advance can continue without respite for their opponont.

Z. DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS

Even tho Soviet Army finds that It will at times bu necessary

to conduct nighttime lefensive operations. Indeed, one hook

stated that night defense will occur as frequently as the night

attack. 28  However, the number and detail of papers describing

night defense Is co, nsideratly less than treatments of the nlqht

attack. 29

Certainly not In the same breath while listing the advantages

of the nlght assault, the Sovints find that night defenslve

operations have a series of positive aspects: orientation and

maneuver are much easier or familiar ground which at the same

time Is foreign to thre enemy; positions and maneuvers can he

planned and prepared during daylight; concealment and camouflage

of dispositions and fire support means are easier, and counter-

attacks, even by small forces, have greater effect sinco the

enemy Is blinded and often uncertain of the actual situation.

Soviet theoreticians do crncede that limited visibility does

give certain advantages to enemy forces, who can redeploy under

cover of darkness and deliver sudden blows upon defenders.

Limited vision hampe-rs command and control, forcing subordinate

commanders and Individual soldiers to display greater Initiative,

especially when enemy forces penetrate Into the depths of

Soviet defenses. Flnnlly, aimed fire Is greatly hampered, and

In some cases all but Impossible. For these reasnns, Soviet

units In the night defense generally conduct Illumination of the

2 8 Ibid., p. Ill.

291 found only three sources which covered this topic In

any detail. 19



FEBA at I rrbgu I ar I ntorvn In t r t,,+ (r -,y r .v' rent. And

almost without exceopticn, niqht defensvvo pr.r.aratIOns will begin

during the preceeding day.

During hours of darkness, roserve an,! soccnd echelon units

are, as a rule, positioned closer to thn front line so that

they may be rapidly d(iploynd to threatend areas, or to cover

defonslve gaps left by enemy ,ouclear strikes. To avoid

destruction by nuclear bursts, the Soviets teach thot troop
dispositions should be periodically shifted and large concentrn-

tions avoided to deny the enemy lucrative targets. In any c.,nt,

second echelon artillery will, whenever possible, support tr,)ops

on line who are under attack.

Motorized rifle troops reinforced with tanks are again i".

backbone of the Soviet defonsive formition. T)%elr mission Is

thus formulated: "to repel by overwholminsj fire and counter-

attack enemy Infantry and rmor ttacks, to Inflict heavy Ic.sses,

and to hold the position occupied. ''3 0

Under conditions of darkness, patrols are dispatched forward

of the battle area and in gaps between strong points. Trained
31dogs, when avallahle, are also used to detect enemy presence.

IR observation posts are alsQ estabtlshud, and within each

platoon several soldiers are designated to; detect and destroy

enemy IR sources. Listening posts are established far forward,

and combat outposts are established with the mission of enganing

enemy forces and forcing him to deploy prematurely Into combat

formation. They are usually located In ravinos or other

depressions, since at nipht visility upwards Is better than
In the reverse direction. Enemy forces crossing hill crests

and other rises are thus silhouetted and readily spotted.

Prior to nightfall, motorized troops of course dig In, and

machine gunners, orenadlers, and riflemen mark with pegs their

primary and secondary fire sectors and directlons of fire.

Positions are selected to preclude "dead" areas.

Tanks are frequently dug In as well, but will always have

pro-designated alternate positions to repulse assaults from thc

3 0 Ibid., p. 119.

3 1 Ibid., p. 120. 20
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flanks and rear. P1ito, frc,mr rrlImary tc Itorn.;t(o np Ieace'sents

are surveyed and markd ty lun!noscent ..'ov Ios Ikufrehand.

Zones of fire for cach nIttc)(n inr. ,1oI initod I.y terrain features

which stand out In rellof again!;t the surr(undlng background4,

as are sectors of concontrato'l fire. Dotalled fire data Is

prepared so that concentrations cnn he delivered along probable

approach routes without the use of ninht vision devices.
3 2

Prior to periods of darkness, tanks from reserve units are

frequently moved up Into weakly defended areas, especially elcnr,

unit hcundarles and astride probable enemy attack axes.

At night, artillery Is advantageously employed In a (:iroct

fire role against assaulting enemy armor. "Artillory ambushis"

arc also set along roads to destroy elements which penetrate

forward defenses. A sic nificant portion c-f available artillery

will also be earmarked to an anti-tank reserve. Artillery also

conducts vigorous counter-battery fire and ittompts to destroy

any targets of opportunity which may be detected. Concontrations

will be plotted along likely avenues of approach, and plans drawn

up not only for final protective fire, but also fire upon friendly

positions In the event they are overrun. 3 3 Prior to nightfall,

artillery units will reconnoiter alternate positions which will

be occupied in the event that retrograde movement Is necessary.

For night defensive Goerations, Soviet ongineer troops

undertake elaborate camouflage measures, such as the erection of

screens and shields to mask Soviet dispositions frr.m enemy redar.

Engineers will be called upon to construct fortifications

and dig entrenchments and they will lay minefields forward of

these defensive positions. Insofar 3s this Is possible, the

above actions will not be accomplished at night, sinco,as

already mentioned, sound carries up to twice as far at night.

3 2 MAJ Z. Avoryanov, "From March Into Action," Soviet Military

Revlew, July 1972, p. 16.

3 3 KrzhInskii, et al., op. cit., p. 122.
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The Soviet deta f,'r t ., fol li wirn s .-n,is Is Ir.,;tructIve:
3 4

Source of Sound Dist,,nce of Audibility

Gun Fire i to 15 km.

Singl shot rifle fire up to 3 km.

Movement of tanks and tractor-
drawn artillery

on ground/dirt road up to 2 km.

on highway up to 3-4 km.

Trench dlnglng (shovel
strlklno against stones or Iron) up to I km.

Loud vocal commands up to 500-1,000 motors

Talk 100 to 200 meters

Also related are the Soviet figures for the distance at

which certain light Is visible: a cloorette Is observoble at

100-200 motors, a burning match from 300 meters, anO tanks 'r
35

APC hoadlichts are visiblo frnn= 5 km. and more.

Communications In the night defense Is accomplished as

much as possible by wire or personnal contact between commanders.

Soviet writings spocifically mention the daneer of enemy "firing"

on command nets' locntions If the defense remains static In

one area several days. 3 6 They also complain that Infrared

surveillance devices' ranges are Insufficient for the demands of

defensive night combat.'
7

3 4 LTC's R. Troflmov and V. Shelgin, "Preparation of Tank
Company for Night Defense," Soviet Military Review, September
1971, p. 29.

3 5 Ibid.
3 6Krzhlbskll, op cit., pp. 144-145.

371bid., p. 143. 22



CHAPTFR III

TRA I N I NG

The study of Soviet traininn as It Is-duscribed In the

military press Is an Important and rovealinq aspect of their

night combat capability. Whilo Soviet doctrine delineates what

might happen under Ideal or most desirable conditions, through

a study of the many articles detailing training methods, one

can more realistically appraise their probable actual level of

accomplishment.

Of thirty-one articles appearing in Voonnyl Vestnlk, noviot

Military Review or elsewhere In the Soviet military press du';ing

the past four years, all but one described either indlvidual

training or unit drill (takticheskostrolevoe zaniatle), and

the lone exception mentioned a battalion night operation during

oxerclse Dniepor quite vnquoly and only In pmssing. I Whilo

obviously this Is not to say that Soviet units have not attained

a higher state of training, It Oces at least suggest a more

realistic appraisal of actual Soviet capabilities to wage this

complicated and demanding warfar'e, Indoed, one sometimes has

the Impression that, whatever the special claims made for the

Importance of nlht combat on the modern battlefield by Soviet

tactical doctrine, night training's major function as far as

the same commanders are concerned Is mostly to force troops to

more fully master basic skills. Numerous night tralnIn, articles

start out with a warning to the effect that night training Is

not even to be contemplated until troops qualify In daylight normr

At this poilnt, a closer examination of Soviet training

methods for the various branches of arms Is In order; motorized

rifle, as the basic combat arm, will be studied first. Detailed

preparation Is probably the outstanding feature of Soviet night

training. Approximately two weeks before a battalion level night

firing exercise, unit training schedules begin to cover various

skills that will be required. This Is accomplished at squad,

ICOL I. Vorobyov, "Night Offensive," Soviet Military Review,
June 1972, p. 13.
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platoon, ondom;nn luvels, with ar.:u.m olf of this training

Conducted at nlht. Some snJbho× trailnin" Is usud at Initial

stages, and small-caliber mnd pneur,):,lic womron-, are used for

marksmanshi p tral nino.

The exercise Is conductod on a firing range with varied types

Of targets (popu-up and flash Imltatlon) disposed In an order

corresponding to "enemy" tactlcal formations. Normally, a tank

company, engineer platoon, and CBR defense section are attached,

Just as they would be In combat. 2 Enemy "reconnaissance"

elements are first eng;aged from alternate positions so as not

to prematurely betray primary positions to enemy artillery and

the main forces. Both flares and illuminatinn rounds are fired

f by supporting artillery or organic mcrtar elements, althou:,h use

Is also made of flo(dlilghts to Illuminate distant targets. This

Is generally done from the rear to simulate the sllouetting of

battlefield targets by bursting rounds or fires In the enemy

defensive area. As the troops gain experience, the Illumination

Is gradually decreased until It corresponds more closely to

battlefield conditions.

In a battlefield training exercise of this type, five

training points or stations are characteristically established.
3

At the first three points, squad RPK light nrchino gunners and

riflemen armnd with the AKtI assault rifles are trained. At the

first point they are taught to engage moving and pop-up targets.

At the second, they are taught to sight and "dry fire" upon

stationary targets, throw grenades at Illuminated targets, and

checked to Insure that established norms are net. At the third

point they ere trained to determine distance at night. At

this point, a platoon live firing exercise Is conducted with

emphasis on well-Integrated fire control at ranges from 100 to

500 meters. 4 At the fourth station, BTR gunners are taught to

2 LTC B. ShchItikov, "Noch'tu c Boevol Strel'boi" (Night

Combat Firing), Voennyl Vestnik, September 1972, p. 24.
3 LTC E. Sokolov, "iz Strelkonogo Oruzhila Noch'lu" (From

Infantry Weapons at Night), Voonnyl Vestnlk February 1971, p.
93; COL A. Egorov, "Obuchenli Strelbe Nochlu" (Night Firing
Training), Vnennyl Vestnik, January 1972, p. 102.

4 Egorov, op. clt., r. 104.
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fire the on-board machine guns at mrovinca nd np;-up targets,

as well as to determinc rannos. Thov are also tested on their

ability to satisfy established "norms." At the fifth point,

grenadiers ar-i taucht to engage moving targets representing APC's

or tanks with the RPG grenado launcher, throw hand grenades,

and estimate distance at nkpht. A separate point Is sometimes

established where gunners from the company machine gun (PK) souad

are trained separately, 5 and yet another point may be establls3d

for graded firing from pneumatic small caliber weapons. This

Is generally accomplished at greatly reduced rnnges - as little

as 20 meters. 6 Very often, snipers armed with the recently-

developed Dragunov (SVD) 7.62 mm sniper rifle receive separate

(Instruction In the engaging of enemy IR sources or Illuminating

means, Significant portions of nlght firing training are

conducted wearing eas masks and protectlvc clothing.
8

Before conducting a tank line-fire exercise, a Soviet unit

will normally conduct at least 6-8 dry-firlrn training exercises,

with as many as 5 of these occurring at night, Direct

preparation begins 7-10 days previous to the firing and one

battalion commander repcrted spending as much as two months In

preparation for the great event.'0 nefore the actual firing,

three training points are generally established for tank crews.

At area number one, tankers carry out gunnery practice from

rocking frame simulators. To simulate the dazzling effect of

the main gun's discharge at night, electric bulbs are set to go

off when the electric trigger Is engaged. At the second point,

crews carry out misslons on gunnery simulators, making use of

the training targets In the first area. The range chief controls

5 Ibd.0 p. 102.

6 Ibid,

7 Shchitlkov, M, cit., p. 26.
8 Egorovs 2L, cit. p. 1000

9 Ibid., p. 101.

I0 LTC V. Akulovskil, "Pored Nochnyml Strellbaml Iz Tankov"
(Before Night Tank Firing), Voennyl Vestnik, December 1972, p. 99.
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the apponranco and mcvomunt of 25-30 tnre"'As displayed at various

ranges. At the thir.' areA, crew mombors practice their

Individual functions. They alsr estimate distances and practice

deterninino azimuths to various targets. After each crew has

Passed through the three points, they conduct live flrlng

exercises during a "controlled drill." Sub-unit commanders pay

special attention to the strict recording of results achlevGd

during all phases on each trainoets record card. Night firing

Is practiced with both night and normal range finders; as alr';ndy

mentioned, targets may be ongaged at considerably greater

distances with the daytime scope.

One article describing Soviet nighttlmu artillery training

complained that too often the local training areas within the

Group of Soviet Forces In East Germany used for this purpose

were too small to conduct realistic trainlni. 2  Furthermore,

the entire area was well known to gun crows and forward observers.

To offset this, the author recommended using different,

arbitrary, grids for the same area, although this hardly seems

a workable solution. At any rate, It Is unlikely that live

firing exercises could tako place In such limited areas.

A typical artillery night training exercise would Include

both specialized and combined tactical training and last 6-7

hours, beginning an hour and a half to two hours before sunset

so that tubes could be emplaced and surveyed and firing
13

sections, platoons, or batteries set up before darkness. At

least two such unit training exercises are conducted each month,
14

but one takes place during daylight hours. Artillery units

devote special attention to setting up and employment of

artillery Instrumental reconnaissance means since sound and

flash ranging are particularly effective at night. One article

1IKralnov and Ruzanov, Soviet Military Review, p. 19.

12COL S. Kognovitskif, "Obuchenie DoIstvilam Noch'lu"
(Training for Night Operations), Voennyl Vestnik, January 19720
p. 56.

13lbid., p. 58. LTC M. Mozharov, MAJ B. Krupenln,
"Kompleksnoe Zanlatie s Patareel Nochllu" (Comblned Battery
Training at Night), Voonnyl VestnIk, February 1971, p. 50.

14 Kognovitskil, op. cit., p. 49,
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recommended that artillery roconnalsano trainlng be centralized

and be conducted at Lattallon or roginontal level because of

Its complexity and tho need for reCular practlc.
1 5

Other themes covored during night artillery training Include

some "engineer training" (probably construction of gun emplace-

ments and connecting trenches) and defense against "mass

destruction" weapons, or CBR defense. 16 During all night

exercises, light discipline Is strictly mointainnd.1
7

Whlthln all branchos, night tactical movements constitutc

a significant portion of night training activity. While til, a

complicated feat, Soviet units enjoy the advantage of some f ;rly

sophisticated navigational aides which are described In the

C following chapter. Refrre setting out, azimuth and distance c. a

Is worked out for each stretch of the route. Frequently, a 6,.lt

commander will designate one or two observers to look for and

report arrival at certain landmarks along the route. Using the

vehicle's navigation equipment, the driver chanoes to the new

course heading when tho observers report arrival at the

landmark. The driver may also determine distances covered with

the speedometer. This Is certainly no procedure for a novice

driver, and It Is likely that even a skilled driver requires

constant practice to develop and build confidence In the system.

After a detailed examination of Soviet writing on the subject,

one Is left with the Impression that the Soviet ability to wage

warfare at night Is considerably greater than our own, although

by no means as high as a casual perusal of their military press

might suggest. Many factors, ranging from the multiplication of

confusion, complexity, and uncertainty at night down to the

constraints Imposed by the Soviet manpower procurement system

contribute to this sh(;rtfall. This latter cause Is more than

likely the determining factor, since twice a year, In May-June

and November-December, roughly 25% of combat and support troops

1Ibid.

I'lbid ., p. 49.

17 bld°, p. 52.
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are replaced by now rocrults, who In most cases have had only

rudimentary pro-Indu-tinn training. IS This systen essentially

provides a SovIot commander with only half a year to build up

his unit to a level under which coordinatod, skillful night

combat Is a real possibility. As hns boon amply shown, night

warfare Is a most complex undertaking, and trying to achieve a

viable capability In this regard must he a frustrating endeavor

when twice a year a contingent of green troops comprising almost

a quarter of one's unit arrive, forcing the commander to begin

anew back at square zero.

1 8CPT R, Zvyagelsky, "Recrults," Soviet Military Review,

May 1972 , p. 69.
28
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CHAPTER IV

TECHNICAL AIn FrR NIGHT OPERATIONS

As could be expected of a tochnologically advanced country,
Soviet Armed Forces are equipped with a variety cf Infrared

scopes and night vision aids for surveillance, driving and night
firing. moreover, recent press articles have disclosed that
quantities of starlight scopes were captured from the Arabs

during last fall's Arab-Israeli confrontatfun. It can, thor:=orc,
be assumed that Soviet and probably other Warsaw Pact Forcer-

have boon Issued this equipment on a large scale.
Soviet and Warsmw Pact forces employ the NSP-2 night sIi.j;Ing

device on assault rifles, light machine guns and shoulder f!r::d

anti-tank grade launchers. Its effective range Is 200 meters;
Its maximum range 300 moters, and t:asis for Issue Is bolleved

to approximate six per motorized rifle company -- which would
make two available per platoon. For Intermediate distances,

longer range weapons such as company-level (PK) and heavy
(DShK and KPV) machine guns mount the PPN-2 for acquiring,
observing and firing cn targts. Effective from 300 to a maximum
of 500 meters, this lightweight system can also be used as a
metascope to detect IR sources. It consists of an IR source

unit, wet cell power pack, and viewing device. Each motorized
rifle company Is thought to have two of these systems.

The APN series of IR sightino equipment with a reported

range of "several hundred motors" Is employed on Soviet and
Warsaw Pact recoilless guns, as well as anti-tank and field guns
of 57-100 mm, for direct fire upon tanks or fortified positions.

Similar night sighting equipment Is known to be Installed on
medium tanks from the T-54 to the T-62 serls.

On the T-54, an FR-82 filter Is mounted on the conventional
FG-10 tank headlight , providing a normal effective range of aboul

90 meters and a field of view of 29 motors at 50 meters. In
addition, the T-IOM heavy tank and the ASU-85 airborne assault

IUS Army Intelligence School, Ft. Holabird, MD, SUP R 66152
(DINRI): Communist Weapons and Equipment Handbook (Fort Holabird
MD: January 1969), p. 21. 29



gun also have (on-board 1' slghtln an(' navlintln systems.

Drivers (;f armor.d vehicles currently In uso by Soviet and

Pact forces use either tho mcnocular TVIJ-I or binocular TVN-2

Infrared night drlvlnp systems. The rango for the TVN-l Is quite

limited -- reportedly, only 00 roters. However, a binocular

headset - type device, the FVN-57, is also In service for

navigating tracked vehicles, artillery vehicles, and a variety

of normal and over-sized engineer equipment. Commander's

surveillance devices are also used on tanks and most models cf

armored personnel carriers, as well as amphibious scout cars.

Finally, the Soviets supply their troops with field glasses

eiuipped with an IR detection system and the same system Is

employed In the scope fcr the Dragunov (SVD) sniper rifle, both

good passive detectors, with the latter also a capable

"discourager" of undisciplined l' use on the part of any possible

opp(nont.

According to recent Western press reports, the ranges of

Soviet starlight scopes captured by the Israelis during last

fall's Yam Kippur War are significantly greater than the IR

equipment Just surveyed. One scope could reportedly detect

movement of Individual troops at 800 yards, wh'ile It could pick

up vehicle movement out to 1800 yars. An article published

recently In Army Times disclosed that the:U.. Army has Increased

emphasis on the procurement of night sights for anti-tank

missiles, as well as night vision roggles for Infantrymen and

tankers, as a result of the equipment taken from the Arabs, the

number and variety of which reportedly surprised US intelllgence

officials.

Possibly of even greater Interest Is the extensive Soviet

use of some rather technically advanced navigational equipment

to facilitate movement during periods of darkness or reduced

visibility. 2 This equipment comes In three configurations: the

mosi basic consists merely of a directional gyroscope, the

second Includes both coordinate and cnurse Indicators, and

2All data for this section Is derived from A. M. Govorukhin

and M. V. Gamezo: Sprovochnlk Ofitsera o Voennol Topografli
(Military Topographic Officer's Handbook) (Moscow: Mii tary
Publishing House, 1968), particularly Chapter VIII, "Primenenle
Navlgtatlonnol Appartury pri Orientirovanil" (Use of Navlgatio|n,
Apparatus for Orientation), pp. 201-226.
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the most sophlstict'of, fcund In commar.- vl-,hicless features a

console which actually lots the vehlcluos course on a topo-

graphical map. The equipment Is also useful In forested areas,

In cities which have sufforod! extensiv-i destruction, and In

desert or steppe areas where prominent terrain features are

lacking. One Soviet publication has also mentioned that the

equipment Is expected to be quite useful In areas which have

boon devastated by nuclear strikes.
3

Many Soviet combat vehicles, Including all medium tanks a.,

scout cars (2RDM), carry either GPK-4R or GPK-59 4 gyroscopic

compasses (directional gyro) which accurately reflect thi

vehicle's course (azimuth) within 20 for periods of up to 1.5

hours before It must be resurvoyod. According to Soviet manuals,

If special care is taken In surveying the start data, the machine

may be used up to five hours before a re-chock of the vehicle's

location Is required. The qyrosoope Is connected to the

vohicle's universal joint in such a way that it reflects thc

change of direction whenever the vehicle turns.

The gyroscope may be switched on only with the vehicle

motionless, and It must remain stationary for at least five

minutes while the operator goes through a detailed check-out

procedure (see Appendix I). Before settinn out, the directional

angle or magnetic azimuth of the vehicle's longitudinal axis

must be determined and entered Into the ryro. Basically, there

are threo methods for survoing the vehicle. None are very

complicated or time-consuming and they are described In Appendix

I.

Not only must the vehicle remain In place during a five-

minute warm-up period, but failure to switch off the gyro's

braking mechanism before setting the vehicle In motion also

results In equipment breakdown. There Is unfortunately no

material available concerning maintonance or equipment "down

time," but on the surface It does appear somewhat vulnerable In

this regard,

3COL A. Krylov' "V Uslovilakh 0granichennoi VIdImostI" (In

Conditions of Limited Visibility), Voennyl Vostnik, July 1973,
p. 39.
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Prior to movomornt, vohicie cor--,in,'or' m!ist r,lint out their
route of march cn a mnp nn prepare ri.et- tg Ic$ giving distances

and various azimuths alon-! thc; rot!to. Th-) c!rlver determines

distance covered on a spoudorneter, ancl when the distance Indicatod

by the table is roached, ho turns tho vohicle, with the gyro-

compass determining the prescribed angle. Enroute,the commender

checks tho location of observable landmarks against his map.

As previously Indicated, Soviet doctrine stresses that, conditir,

permitting, the gyro-compass base angle should be rechecked

every 1.5 hours, definitely before five hours of use.

Articles In the Soviet press Indicate that the Soviets place

great emphasis on thi use of this equipment on night marches.

As far as can he determined from open sources, the system Is

a good deal more feasible than It sounds. One of the Soviets'

more Interesting application of the gyrc Is to maintain course

during tank snorkeling oporations, and at loast one article has

also described an assault by a tank battalion guided only by

gyrocompass.

The navigation equipment package without console Is found

predominantly In artillkry units, where It Is used extensively

to establish survey date 4 -- which fact alone would seem to

reflect the mechanism's accuracy. Tho system's components

Include: (I) gyroscopic Indicator, (2) control panel, (3) route

Indicator, (4) coordinate display, (5) two course Indicators,

and (6) a transformer. Average error Is no more than 1.3% of

the ccurse covered; the set's pyro Is accurate to within t 20'

over a half-hour period.

Approximately 10-15 minutes Is required to ready the equip-

ment for operation, and It may be used continuously for up to

3.5 hours before It should be resurveyed. If the march Is of

greater length, Soviet doctrine stipulates that several terrain

features, preferably near rest areas, should be pre-solected

for re-orlentation of the set. No matter what the length of the

march, the map is "prepared" beforehand. The required sheets

4 MAJs E. Krylov and Sch. Balaban, "Orlentlrovanle Tanka po
Kompassu," Voonnyl Vostnik, Novemter 1972, p. 43.
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are gluod tcgotho.r and Is-tanou Fnd e irn'+' ruad Ints wo.rked

out. For off-rcad r vr,.nt, espec I I y rf ni(ht, the map Is

annotated with ad '1rFtctia n'l nn 'n dlstnnces. A Sovict

sergeant wrltlnr In Vc(nnyl Vostnik stnto: thot on a march

Involving nnly 4-5 turrilni Folnts, 15-20 rilnutes Is needed to

Compute the route data. In true Soviet Inventors' and

rationalilzers' tradition, he devolopod a plastic calculator to

accomplish the computatlons much more rapidly. Using the coars't

Indicator and speedometer, the driver can navigate, althouch o

must stop every 10-20 minutes to chock his position. Apparently,

the Soviets use GAZ-69 jeep-like vehicles equipped with this

navigaticnal configuration to lead columns during night marches--

the others "followlng the leader" under blackout condltlcns.

When entering coordinntes Into t.e mechanism, care must ho

given that the knot Is turned only from pius to minus values,

since otherwise thnre will he play In the kinetic chain and

Inaccuracy will ensue. Also, the equipment's Accuracy Is markedlh

docruased under conditions of Ice, deep snow, or In swamps, due

to spinning of the vehiclu's wheels.

The final Soviet navigational configuration,* usually found

In BTR-50 PU command vehicles, Includes a rap plotting console,

plus course and route Indicators. The error of the gyroscopic

course Indicator Is, according to Sovint writings, t 20' per

hour. The apparatus continuously providos the vehicle's

coordinates and the azimuth along which it Is moving while

plotting the route as It Is covered. Aap scales of 1:25,000,

1:50,000, and 1:100,000 may be used with the equipment -- a good

guess would be thet these correspond to battalion, regimental,

and civIsional and higher echelons. Two map hoards are provided

so that the next map can be preparod as the plotter approaches

the edge of the first.

Once set In motion, tho apparatus Is supposed to be turned

off only when the vehicle Is stopped. The gyrocompass requires

4-5 minutes to come to a halt once It has been switched off.

However, If the situation Is such that the vehicle cannot stop,

*Seo page 40 for Illustration.
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the remainder of tht, apparatus can L, swilchgd off while the

gyrocompass remains ororatInq.

Admittedly, a number c f questIcfs rtmaln unanswered In this

rather Important area of navigational equipment. Of paramount

Interest are hard data on the system's accuracy under actual

field conditions and the actual "state of the art" of Its

employment by Soviet troops. Also of Importance Is the scale

of their deployment -- this paper has given at best only

estimates. On the whole, though, each of the three conflguratlon

appears to be a useful aid which considerably enhances Soviet

night movement, and In some casos, tactical deployment,

capabilities. This Is a system for which US. forces have no

equivalent.
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CHAPTER V

ASSESSMENT OF SOVIET CAPABILITIES

AGAINST THOSF OF THE US ARMY

The Soviet Army Is hardly unique among modern armies In Its

Insistence that on any future battlefield, troops must be

prepared to conduct a sizeable portion, perhaps even the bulk,

of combat operations at night. The basic US handbook of nl.;,

Combat, FM 17-1, and other reflections of our doctrine, strei.--

the advantages of surprise and reduced casualitles which accr-'

to forces attacking or defending during periods of darkness.

However, our doctrine Is somewhat less demanding -- and perha.)c

objectively more realistic -- than the Soviet. No requiree;.

is made by US manuals to maintain daytime rates of movement v;

night, and our doctrine advocates night assaults only for linited

objectives, often to seize favorable terrain for a succeeding

daylight operation. 2 Gur formulations of night offensive

doctrine appear somewhat ambiguous, but they do net speak In

terms of relentless pursuit of withdrawing enemy formations as

do Soviet military publications.

Successful attacks can be made at night on an Impromptu
basis, but the risk of failure Is greater. Attacks In
progress are not discontinued merely because of night-
fall. Subordinate units In the attack pl.an to continue
the attack through the night unless ordered otherwise....
Attacks launched during early darkness, however, permit
the attacker to take maximum advantage of a long period
of darkness and exploit the enemyts confuston and loss
of control. Attacks may be Initiated during darkness
and continued without pause during daylight,

It should be noted that there seems to be Insistence that

the attack be continued "without pause" only during daylight

hours.

RTCM-145-6O, Small Unit Tactics (Washington: HQ Department
of the Army: June 1)64), p. 167.

2RM 61-100 The Division (Washinqtont HQ Departmont of the

Army: June 1965) p.72..
3 Ibid. For a Soviet appraisal of US doctrine, see Appendix

II. 35
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In the final analysis, doctrine Is not as Important as an
army's actual practices and cnnmhllIltcs -- but both, unfcrtunatel

are far harder to determine, not cnly ftr tl. Soviet Army, but

for our own as well. Training levels In all arrnlos vary sharply

from one unit to another; certainly, much depends on the

individual commander and the emphasis he pl3ces on various

aspects of combat readiness. As already mentioned, Soviet writer:

stato that significant portions of combat training should occur
during hours of darkness. US Army Training Programs (ATPs)

specify that one third of all training be conducted at night.
However, Implementation of this directive Is an entirely

different matter, and one career Infantry officer has estimatid

that the average American troop unit probably devotes no moro

than fifteen per cent of total traininq time to night operati, nso.

The US Armyts relative lip service to night combat Is further

reflected In the amount of night training given recruits in Basic

and Advanced Individual Training -- two nights out of an eighteen

week period. Furthermore, comparatively little night training

is given during ROTC summer camp -- two nights during "Tac Week"

out of a six-week period -- as well as In the Infantry Officer's

Basic Course -- perhaps 4-5 night training activities or problems
7

during a nine-week course.

Much conspires against a commander's possible desire to give

his troops more night training In our post-industrial, somewhat

pampered, and "permissive" society. But even when our troops
are sent to the field, daylight operations are the norm, when the

demands of future, potentially nuclear, battlefields would seem

to demand the reverse.

As far as actual night combat experience, the United States

Army would on the surface appear to enjoy quite an advantage.

4Conversation with LTC William C. Dukes and LTC Palmer
McGrew, II, both Infantry Officers and classmates at the Russian
Institute, 22 February 1974.

5 LTC McGrew, 22 February 1974.
6CPT John C, Reppert, Russian Institute, 22 February 1974.
7Personal recollection from July-August 1965 and September-

December 1966.
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After the Chinese intervention In the KorFnn Conflict, most

operations conducted by the United Nations Command were launched

during hours of darkness. Evan mcre recently, many of our units

In Vietnam regularly operated at night. Indeed, Special Forces

units were at one time forbidden to operate during the day.
However, US-conducted night operations In the Repuhllc of

Vietnam were almost exclusively company and smaller night

ambushes, and their relevance to the likely character of any

probable warfare In the European theatre Is open to doubt. Very

few -- one could almost say no -- motor marches were conductid

by American forces In Vietnam during period of darkness.

The Soviet Army, of course, has had no combat experience

4subsequent to World War II. However, their training program Is

characterized by vigorous Insistence that all exercise protlums

approximate to the greatest extent possible those conditions

which would be encountered In actual combat. The Soviet Arrv

Is a field army In the very real sense of the word.

f

8 LTC Dukes, 22 February 1974.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

There Is little doubt that night warfare has acquired great
significance with the advent of the generally accelerated pace

of modern warfare. Soviet military literature Is replete with

evidence that their commanders are aware of and plean to capltmIlIz
on the advantages which accrue to troops well schooled In the

specialized techniques of combat at night and durIng periods -f

reduced visibility. A study of Soviet military doctrine

suggests that night operations would predominate In any possible

future conflict. Furthermore, their Improved capability for

night combat probably contributes Immeasurably to the high

rates of advance projected by Soviet planners which often seem

so fantastic to Western analysts.

It Is obvious that the Implications and demands of night

combat as they bear on each separate branch of arms In turn have

been given detailed consideration by Soviet military thinkers.

Night combat appears to be one of three "most favorite" themes

appearing In Soviet military journals -- the other two being the

meeting engagement (approach to contact) and river crossing

operations. On the other hand, despite Soviet forecasts that

night combat will be conducted at divisional and higher echelons

as well, the absence of material covering even regimental actions

at night seems to suggest that battalion level operations mark

the present limit of the Soviet"state of the art."

Although Soviet training programs emphasize night operations,

It must be remembered that the Induction cycle Is probably the

most significant constraint placed on the achievement and

maintenance of "Ideal" levels of preparation for night actions.

Once again, the lack of really "hard" data makes any positive

assessment of Soviet night combat capabilities quite difficult,

but It Is evident at least that they fluctuate with the bl-annual

Induction cycle.
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In the area of technology, the Sovieot cartalnly have

reascn to be proud, as tielr troops aro equipped with

considerable quantlttes of quality hardware. Soviet troops
have both starlight and Infrared sy-tcrms to aid in night
movements, observation and sighting." Moreover, the three

configurations of Soviet land navigation equipment endow Soviet

reconnaissance, armor, artillery and command and control

elements with a conslderable advantage vis-a-vis any opponent

not so equipped.

Seviet troops have not engaged In sustained combat

operations, night or etherwise, since the Second World War.

However, they do place a high degree of emphasis on approaching

combat conditions to the maximum extent during all traininr

situations. On the balance, US experience In the Korean War and

In Vietnam probably represents an at least limited advanta-u

In this area.

In conclusion, no matter how critically one examines

their ability to conduct night operations, It appears that the

Soviet Army possesses capabilities which appear to considerably

exceed those of the United States Army. This Is a serious

stateof affairs In a world where nuclear warfare, or certainly

the use of mass destruction weapons, cannot be discounted. Night

warfare Is an aspect ofmodern combat which should receive

greatly enhanced emphasis in the modern, professional United

States Army. With our greatly reduced numbers, we cannot afford

to abrogate or Ignore the advantages of surprise, economy of

force, and, most of all, of greatly reduced casualties

which accrue to forces well trained In all the diverse and

demanding techniques of night combat.
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SOVIET MAP PLOTTING CONSOLE

See A. M. Govorukhin and M. V. Gameze, Spravochnik Of itsera
p0 Voennoi-Topografii (Military Topographic Officer's
Handbook), Moscow: Voennoe Izdatel'stoe, 1968, pages 202,
205, 207, 208, 209, 211., 216, 218, 219, 220 and 221 for
additional diagrams.
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APPENDIX I

Gist Translation of Chapter Viii, "Primonenic Navlgatlonnol

Apparatury prl orlntlrovanli" (Use of Navigational Apparatus

for Orientation) In Spravochnik OfItsera po Voennol Topografil

(Military Topographic Officer's Handbook), pp. 201-226.

I. Gyroscope (Directional gyro). The gyroscopic compass,

Installed In a variety of vehicles, Is accurate within 2* for

periods of up to 1.5 hours, when It must be roadjusted. If the

apparatus Is carefully adjusted at the start, it may be us,:,: J

to 5 hours before readjustment Is n(.essary.

The machine functions by the movement of a scale connoctod

to the universal joint of the vehicle which Indicates a chanr3

In degrees whenever tha vehicle turns. The gyrocompass can be

switched on only I the machine Is not In motion. Then the

apparatus must be tested In the following ordert

I. The apparatus must be oriented by turning the knob

marked "arretlr" to the position "push" (ot sebla),

2. Check the voltage of the electrical system - It should

not be less than 24 volts.

3. Turn the on-off switch to "on."

4. The required azimuth Is set on the scale using the

floating dial.

5. The apparatus Is braked ty turning the tuning knob until

a click Is heard.

The machine may not be moved for at least 5 minutes after It

has been switched on. Before starting out, Insure that the gyro

brake has been switched off because If It Isn't. It could cause

a breakdown.

The vehicle's base reading Is determined from the directiona,

angle (magnetic azimuth) of Its longitudinal axis In one of three

ways:

I. If the movement will bo accomplishod In one pre-determlni

established direction, the vehicle Is so positioned so that the
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cross-hairs on the sighting devices are p arte t the selected

landmark. The turret muwt bo situatoc' In th 0* (or 300) position.

After the vehicle has been thus oriontod, the gyroscopic compass

is switched on and the dial Is set at 00.

2. The second method Is used wher rore than one azimuth

will be followed during the march and the longitudinal axis of

'the machine can be determined on a map. The vehicle Is placed

along aI I.nal terraIn feature shown on the map, from which Is

visible some distant landmark. Using a protractor, the anillE'
(aor, betweon the machine's location and the landmark Is

determined. The cross hairs of the vehicle's sight are liold n

the distant terrain feature and the angle of sight (Oviz) Is

( calculated, The directional angle of the longitudinal axis iK

Is calculated according to the formula:

ak = ioz avlz

3. When the gyrocompass will be used for more than one

azimuth, but visibility Is poor or there are no suitable terrain

features, the magnetic azimuth of the longitudinal axis (ak)

Is determined thus: at a point about 50 m from the vehicle use

a compass or aiming circle to determine the magnetic azimuth

to the center of the turret or to the sight. Lay the sight on

the compass and compute the angle of vision (avIz). The azimuth

of the vehicle's longitudinal axis Is calculated Ak - Am + 30-00-

avIzO The angle of the longitudinal axis Is then set on the

scale of the gyrocompass, after which, baying disengaged the

gyro's brake, the vehicle can be set In motion.

4. Driving the machine by gyrocompass. The route of march

must be marked out on the map In advance and the necessary date

prepared Indicating either dlrectlonni angles and distance, or

magnetic azimuths and distance. If the march lasts longer than

1-1/2 hours, the gyrocompass base angle should be periodically

rechecked. Distances are determined by the speedometer and when

the required distance Indicated by the march table Is reached,

the vehicle turns, with the gyrocompass determining the proper

angle.
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2, Navigation )ovIce without Convol-

This navigating jevice is Intended fcr determining the

location of moving vehicins In conditions of limited orientation,

when the vehicle Is to he driven over a given course. The set

Includes (I) a course Indicator, (2) a control panel, (3) a

route Indicator, (4) a coordinate Indicator, (5) two course

Indicators, and (6) a transformer. The components of the set

Insure the uninterrupteo calculation of rectangular coordlnatcs

Indicating the location of the moving vehicle and Its course.

Average error Is no more than 1.3% of the distance covered.

Preparation time Is 10-15 minutes, and the equipment may be "~s3d

continuously for up to 3.5 hour periods.

The face panel of the coordinate Indicator has two horizontal

scales giving x and y coordinate readings, two circular dial

scales giving the course, and another scale, giving route

corrections.

Determining thu hase. reading. The Initial orientation of

the vehicle Is accomplished by determining the directional

angle of the longitudinal axis and the rectangular coordinates.

Initial data are determined as a rule with 1:50,000 or 1:100,000

scale maps by first selecting a starting point represented on

the map accessible to the vehicle (a crossroads or road fork,

bridge, tower, geodedic survey marker, etc.). From this point

some prominent landmark must be visible - but It can't be closer

than 6 cm In the mapts scale to the departure point. Using a

protractor measure the angle direction aor as accurately as

possible for the rectangular coordinates. The vehicle Is placed

In such a position that the azimuth mechanism In the vehicle's

turret Is situated In the center of the start point, or at least

as close as possible to the point In alignment with the landmark

selected, With the vehicle's azimuth sighting mechanism sight

on the feature and calculate the angle of sight (a viz), then

figure out tho starting diroction angle of the vehicle (astart)

by the formula astaraor-a viz. This Init;aI directional angle

must be determined as accurately as possible, since It largely

determines the set's overall accuracy. It Is worth selecting
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two different landmarks and double checking - the results
should not differ more than 41 . For greater accuracy, use

the average of the two ficures. And If the err(,r was more than
4t, repeat the oporation. At night and In areas whore

visibility Is restricted, the sot Is oriented using an aiming
circle set uD at least 50 meters from the vehicle. Slght on

tho azimith mechanism and determine the angle to It. At the

same time the magnetic reading from the vehicle's azimuth recdInc

mechanism to aiming circle Is shot. The starting direction can

then be determined by adding the angle from the machine to

vehicle to the direction correction taken from the map (dGclinatio,

,lagram), plus 30* minus the angle betwon the. direction of the
vehicle's longitudinal axis and the direction of the almin,- circle.

Preparation of the navigation set for operation. The voltage

must be checked (at least 24 volts) before the transformer can

be switched on. After 10-12 minutes the main system can be

switched on - for this the "receiver of synchronized transmission

of angle" Is set at the same position as the course Indicator,

and the Indicators on the "course" scale occupy a corresponding

position. Now the following data are set on the machine: start

(Initial) coordinates, Initial directionel angle, and the

coefficient for course correction.

To enter coordinates, press the button until the desired

numbers appear and Insure that the number Is centered In the

opening. This must he done only In the direction plus to minus,

since otherwise there will be play In the kinetic chain. The

coefficient for course correction Is determined by driving over

a 1000 meter course In advance or Is established from data

determined from similar courses.

The navigational apparatus Itself may be switched on only

In a motionless machine. About 15-20 minutes are required

bufore the gyroscope rotor In the course indicator stops -until

It does stop completely, the machine cannot be moved.

Procedure of orientation during motion. Before the vehicle

starts out, the topographicel map Is prepared - the necessary
Sheets ire glued together, the route Is marked out, and the

required data are worked out (distance and azimuth readings).
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If the march Is ?.5 hours In longth or more, several contour

points and landmarks should he selocted, rreferntly In rest areas,

so that the navigational apparetus can be reoriented.

For off-road movement, especially at nlsht and during bad

visibility, as well as In cities which have suffered mass

destruction, the map Is prepared giving all directional angles

and distances. Using the course Indicator and speedometer, the

driver can navigate, but every 10-20 minutes, as well as at all

turning points, the coordinates shown on the apparatus must be

checked with the vehicle's location. They are readjusted accordir,

if the route cuts across Into tho adjacent map sheet, and ontc

a now grid, the machine should be stopped and reoriented all

over again. If this Is Impossible, mvoment can be continued

if secondary coordinates have been entered along the edges of

the sheet. The machine should be reoriented as soon as possible,

but no later than 3.5 hours after the apparatus has been switched

on,

3. Orientation Using the Navigation Apparatus with Console.

3asIc elements. This system provides unintorruptedly the

vehicle's rectilinear grid location and direction azimuth (course)

and also displays on the map the course as It Is covered. It

includes the following basic components: course Indicator,

route Indicator, course plotter, transformer, engine generator.

The error of the main axis of the course Indicator's gyroscope

Is no more than t 201 per hour. The route Indicator provides

continuous synchronized transmission to the course plotter of

the route covered by the vehicle. The plotter continuously

provides the coordinates at which the vehicle Is located and the

azimuth along which It Is moving while plotting the routo as It

is covered. Map scales which may be used on the plotter are

1:25,000, 1:50,000, and 1:100,000.

Procedure for operating: Determine start position as prevlousl

described. Refore switching the navigation apparatus to on,

check to see that the phase switch on the transformer Is switched

off. The brake handle on the course Indicator should be In the

"brake" position. The vacuum meter should Indicate no less than
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70 units In the gyro-motor's chamber. Th . vohcluts voltage

should be 27 t 2.7 volts. Now the phr!', switch can be flipped

on, the "amber" switch provides current to the generator which

also lights up the "stop" (brake). In 5 minutes the "brake" light

goes out and the brake Is reloased; ten minutes later the

generator motor Is switched on using the "route (trassa)" switch.

Then the amplifier switch on tho side panel of the course plotter

Is turned on, followed by the "route switch." Using the

Illuminator reostat, set the necessary brightness for reading tt

map and scale. After the start date has been entered the

vehicle can be set In motion. Accuracy of the plotter can b.,

determined while traveling over a straight road. For exnmpil.

if after one kilometer on a 1:100,000 scale map the tracinq

pencil has moved I millmeter off the road, the correction for

directional angle would be I*. If the devlntlon Is to the r:,;,f

of the road, decrease tho directional angle; If to the left, i

should be Increased.

There are two map boards so the next map In series can be

readied before the plotter reaches the edge of the first. The

vehicle must be stopped w;,ile the plotter Is reset to the

vehicle's location on the new sheet. After checking that the

map scale Is set prcperly, the vehicle can start out again. 'r f

apparatus can be turned off only If the vehicle !s s~tcppd. "he

gyrocompass requires 4-5 minutes to brake onc6 It has been

switched off. However, If the situation Is such that the vehicle

cannot stop, the apparatus is turned off but the gyroscope can

remain on.
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APPENDIX II

Translation of "Combat Actions at Night, according to US Tactical

Doctrine"'

Divisions, brigades, battalions and lower level units of the

U.S. Army systematically prepare for theconduct of active,

uninterrupted combat operations night or day.

The U.S. military press emphasizes that "movement, attack,

the development of success and defense at night have become

normal forms of combat." 2 Thus about a third of U.S. forces'

training time Is spent training for various means of night combat.

The night attack, according to U.S. doctrine
3 can be conJ:ted

to continue an operation begun during the day, develop successes,

seize key terrain, etc. Complicated maneuvers requiring chanjes

In the direction of attack In the course of battle are not

recommended.

The decision to conduct a night assault must be taken before-

hand to allow sufficient time for reconnaissance, detailed

planning, and organization or coordinated actions.

If the assault Is designed to seize favorable ground necessary

for later daylight actions, It Is normally conducted Just before

dawn.

When brigades and lower level units are given the mission to

seize and hold a definite area, the attack may begin In the

evening, so that the attacking forces can fortify the seized area

by dawn.

The forcing of water obstacles Is planned so that combat

engineer units can begin the assembly of bridges as soon as It

gets dark and the greater portion of the period of darkness can be

used for the troops' crossing.

ICOL A. Ryzhkov, "Beevyo Delstvlla Noch
t lu," VoennytVestnlk,

February 1972, pp. 118-122. The remaining footnotes in this

Appendix are as given In the article.

2 Arm , August 1969.

3Military Review, December 1970.
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To support combat operations at night, slirial and artificial

Illumination means are used, as well -: nthht vision devices (IR)

and radio-technical (Signal Intolligence) designed to detect the

enemy and survey the battlefield. 4

Divisional and lower units can go over to the offensive at

night either from the march or from positions of direct contact
with enemy units. In the former case, the deployment of units

from concentration areas to lines of deployment Is accomplishec

In march formations along previously selected routes marked hv

lighted beacons. Two to four separate routes are used by eac!
division. When nuclear weapons are employed, limits of safe

distance from the enemy FEBA are greater (by 8-15 kilometers) than

In daylight to protect personnel from the effects of light

radiation of their own weapons.

An assault from contact can be carried out with no regrouping

or only partial repositioning and relief of forces. It can a:so

be accomplished by leapfrogging of units past those already In

contact with the enemy.

Combat formations during night offensive operations are such

that nuclear strikes can be rapidly exploited, while they also

provide defense against enemy strikes. Depending on the

situation, divisions (brigades) may be deployed In one, two, or

even three echelons. If the mission Is not deep, the formation

may be only one echelon. Such deployment permits the striking

of a strong Initial blow and at the same time rupture of the
enemy defense, considered highly desirable at night. For assaults

along the main direction the most normal deployment Is two

echelons.

A mechanized Infantry battalion attacking In the first

echelon deploys In one or two echelons. In order to obtain the

most effective use of organic and attached subunits, the battalion

CO may form company-sized task forces (mechanized Infantry-armor

or armer-mechanlzed Infantry).

4 Voennyl Vestnik, August 1968.
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When creating task forces for oper-tlons cne should consider

that Introduction of second eloments Into nlkjht coribat Is quite

difficult. Therefore the attack, In the opinion of American

military specialists, should be so organized that first echelon

forces can Independently defeat the strongest enemy groupings and
Seize ground which favors the Introduction of second echelons and

forceful development of offensive operations at dawn. However,
the Introduction of divisional or brigade second echelon units

during periods of darkness Is not excluded.

The depth of combat missions received by divisions and ot,- r

units and the width of the front for night assault or break-
through are more often the same as during daylight.

In contrast to daylight operations, units are given not o:nly

Immediate and definite objuctives, but also Intermediate ones.

This Is considered necessary for far more reliable control.

The rate of attack Is determined mostly by the nature of the

enemy's defenses, terrain, visibility conditions, and In all

situations Is set as less than during dayligjht operations.

Artillery, along with Its normal missions, destroys enemy

Illumination means and night vision devices, blinds enemy OPs,

Illuminates terrain and objectives with Illuminating rounds, and

places lighted points of reference for attacking units to guide on.

Aviatien, besides Its basic missions, Is used to Illuminate

the most Important objectives and creates landmarklng fires In

the depths of the enemy defensive zone.

Fire support during the night assault Is organized beforehand.

Missions of field artillery and tactical aviation should be

assigned during daylight. Targets for nuclear strikes are also

as a rule selected during the dny.

Fire support for a night attack should begin with a sudden

blow upon enemy objectives located in the first defensive belt

of front line divisions, It, as daylight attacks, begins with
nuclear strikes. Then a 15-30 minute artillery preparation

follows.

5 Infantry, May-June 1969.
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According to U.S. military experts, in snmo cases there will
be no artillery proparation to achieve sur')rlso. In such a

Situation fire Is plannod to deny w Ithdrawal of defending units

to prepared positions deeper In the defensive mune.

After the artillery preparation and shift of fire to the
depths of the enemy defensive, fire support of the attacking

forces begins. In this period first echelon subanits are not

supposed to become engaged In protracted combat, by-pass strcnr

points, and advance rapidly.

Using all technical means available for night combat,

destroying enemy heavy weapons and centers of resistance, the

attack Is developed forcefully and without Interruption.
As the attack develops, coordinated action of armor and

mechanized Infantry mounted on APCs assumes primary significance.

It Is emphasized that control of armor and other units becomes

difficult, as does their Interplay with other combat arms.

The basic difficulties which armor units experience In night

combat are greatly limited visibility, difficulty in navigating,

and thus reduced speeds. Poor visibility hampers the maneuver-

ability of tanks and reduces the effectiveness of armed fire.

Regardless of this, it Is considered possible to use armor units

In first as well as second echelons.

The presence of tanks In the first echelon Increases the

force of the Initial blow, enables more effective exploitation of

nuclear strikes and the development of a forceful attack In depth.

Attacking In the first echelon, tanks as a rule act In conjunction

with mechanized infantry In so-called task forces. In the

opinion of military specialists, this Insures the most effective

coordination as well as protection of armor from anti-tank weapons.

it is recommended that task forces attack In unit column and

deploy In combat order only when necessary. Close communication

is maintained between columns and measures are taken to preclude

collisions between them.

For recognition of friendly forces, white or luminescent

markers on APC's and tanks are used, and personnel wear white

armbands or removable luminescent markers.
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To Insure rapid and decisive movement, mointaln the right

direction of attack, avoid collisions and provlde mutuial fire

Support, It is recommended that commanders he located with

forward elements.

Brigade and battalion reserves are so situated that when

necessary they can quickly develop successes or relieve attacking

units.

The division second echelon (reserve) Is usually engaged after

the accomplishment of the Immediate mission to develop the attack
and maintain Its rapid speed, link up with alrborna or airmobile

operations, or repulse counter attacks. Second echelon forces

are also used in gaps and along flanks of first echelon brigades

or battalions. When so engaged they are suppcrted by artillory

fire and air strikes using conventional as well as nuclear

rounds. Terrain Is Illuminated.

Tactically Important objectives seized In the course of night

combat are Immediately reinforced and defended.

Airborne troops may be used to seize key objectives In the

depths of enemy defenses and hold them until link -up with attackil

forces.

In the opinion of U.S. commanders, night Is favorable for

tactical air landings, decreases their vulnerability and makes It

harder for the enemy to combat them. All this Increases their

effectiveness and enables them to conduct operations in the enemy

rear longer than during daylight.

It Is envisioned that tactical air landings will be under-

taken not only In areas of nuclear strikes delivered by the

attacking forces, but also near Important objectives not suited

to nuclear strikes. In this case It Is considered possible to

land directly on the objective or close by, expecting a link-up

by dawn.

Night Defense In Short. 6 Night defensive actions of

divisions and lower units of the army are basically like those

conducted In daylight. However, weapons employment and support

of the night defense have a lot of peculiarities, In night-

6 Infantry, March-April 1968.
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time defensive areas fire support mnmns ari reserves are closer

to the FEDA, flanks ari reInfc)r(.ed, etc.

In nicht dlvlsl)nal and hrijadc exercises end maneuvers mobile

as well as area defonse may tj employed. Here troop deployments

are little different from day-time tactics. It is envisioned

that attacking enemy forces will be destroyed by nuclear weapons

and other means beginning at the far approaches to the defense.

Covering forces and security elements using atomic demolitions,

minefields and widespread destruction, by fire and counterattack

contain the enemy advance so that the main forces gain time to

prepare the defensive. Forces deployed In the security belt

generally conduct delyalng operations.

The successful conduct of delaying operations, In the opinion

of U.S. military commanders, depends tco a great extent on

detailed prior planning, firm-command, Initiative of covering

and security forces, and also on radio-electric and Illumination

support.

Covering forces, holding a number of positions astride the mair

axis In turn, conduct delaying operations up to the General or

Combat Outpost line. Upon their withdrawal from that line they

revert to the reserve of their commander. In such circumstances

it Is deemed appropriate to employ nuclear weapons to destroy

the enemy or disrupt his deployment. The delivering of nuclear

strikes Is a signal for covering forces to withdraw to the next

line.
7

At night great attention Is paid to artificial Illumination

and electronic reconnaissance moans.

Illumination Is used during preparation of defensive positions

and while conducting terrain reconnaissance. According to

specialists, this permits Improved selection and employment of

artillery and missile positions, foxholes and shelters, and easier

preparation of nuclear mineflelds and other obstacles. Artificial

Illumination favors the conduct of counterattacks supported by

7Army, August 1969.
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artillery and machine gun fire; evacuation of wounded from the

battlefield; facilitates deployment Into launch positions and

control of missile units; and also limits enemy reconnaissance,

sabotage and diversion activity, while hampering the conduct

of enemy attacks.

The decisive stage of night defensive combat Is considered

to be a counterattack by divisional or corps level reserves.

Their basic goal Is the destruction of enemy forces, seizure of

the Initiative, and creation of favorable conditions to go over

to offensive operations.
8

The order and capabilities for Illumination support of

counter-attacking forces at night Is similar to the Introduc"" ,

of second echelons into the attack. The counterattack may bc

preceded by a fire preparation using nuclear as welles

conventional means,

If superior enemy forces penetrate In depth Into the defense

and It Is not possible to stop their advance, divisions and

subordinate units go over to withdrawal operations In order to

gain time and orgbnize a defense along a more favorable boundary.

8Ml.ltary Review, December 1970.
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